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1 Introduction
Learning about object configuration in the study of nuclear architecture is a challenging prob-
lem. Typical approaches to this problem use techniques, such as radial analysis, on individual
images (Shiels et al. (2007)). This approach is vulnerable to low statistical power in cases where
the object of interest occurs infrequently in single images. Furthermore it is not straightforward
to interpret results from a collection of cells, so analysed, especially where there is significant
variation between those cells. It is to address these issuesthat we propose ‘Aggregate Maps’
(Russell et al. (2011)).

An aggregate map for a collection of cells is constructed by fusing the images of individual
cells. The approach, which uses standard methods for image registration, is as follows. First we
extract regularly spaced landmarks from the nuclear boundary of each cell. We take advantage
of the ovoid-like shape of the nucleus to put landmarks for each pair of cells into correspon-
dence, from which we can construct the Procrustes mean shapefor the nucleus boundary of the
cell collection. An aggregate map for objects of interest isproduced by mapping the objects
from each cell onto the mean shape using a thin plate spline.

We demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of our approach by constructing a simulator
to produce synthetic instances of a cell nucleus shape that contains objects following a known
spatial process. We show under what conditions we can reconstruct the spatial pattern. Real
data, consisting of PML nuclear bodies in mammalian fibroblasts in a number of experimental
conditions, is also analysed.
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